
I am entering "seminar season" again!
  Hoping to generate interest in another Monster Maps and More meeting.  Monster Maps 
and More is a book I created using Google Earth images, GPS data, text and pictures to 
document the exact locations where I've caught trout over 27 inches throughout the Upper 
Laguna Madre/Baffin Bay system.  The book includes a spreadsheet with GPS data, stories 
of big fish caught, discussion of the conditions conducive to catching in the areas 
documented and much more.
  I will be adding a couple of new pages to the book, based on the big fish we've caught 
this year, including a couple of 10 pounders.  In the seminar related to this book, I spend 
four hours (8 am to noon) making sure all involved know how to best use the book, and 
summarizing its contents.
  I need four participants to commit in order to do an out of town meeting (most likely 
either in Houston or San Antonio), and at least three to do a meeting here on North Padre, 
where I live.  Tentatively, I'm throwing out two dates as possible for a Monster Maps and 
More seminar.....June 21 and 28.  If you are interested in attending a seminar of this type, 
please let me know by emailing me at kevxlr8@mygrande.net or calling me at 361 688 
3714.  Make sure to indicate which date works better for you, and also where you live......I 
will begin trying to put a meeting together, either at FTU in Houston, a hotel in San 
Antonio or at the Ashton Inn on N Padre.....
  Also, if you have an idea for a different type of seminar you'd be interested in (I normally 
charge between $150 and $200 per person, depending on the concepts and length of the 
meetings) please let me know what concept or concepts interest you.


